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Abstract



Water conflicts, whether international or regional, are generally related to attempts to increase supply. The argument is usually made that these increased supplies are indispensable for food security and national security. By this reasoning, domestic conflicts are exacerbated into complicated international arguments, with water issues becoming potentially causus belli. However, from a management point of view, water scarcity is often better described as a lack of adaptive capacity rather than as an absolute shortage of water. It is therefore important that the social resources dimension be given due attention in addressing the settlement of conflicts originating in water scarcity.

Conversely, it has become clear that, while steps to manage water demand will alleviate international pressures, the very process of demand management and allocative adjustment at the domestic level can become a primary cause for so-called secondary conflicts within countries – domestic conflicts that derive directly from the stress caused by the process of adjusting to water scarcity. Those countries with limited social resource capacity that are pressing their positions on international water issues are often vulnerable to secondary domestic conflict, and this vulnerability can be seen as one reason behind the willingness to risk international friction even when cooperation over water is recognized as the most rational course of action. 

From the realization that international water conflicts and domestic secondary conflicts both result from limited social capacity to adjust to water scarcity, it is concluded that the resolution of international water conflicts, which by their very nature remain high on the agenda, is best addressed at its roots by giving more attention to solve internal water conflicts and generally addressing the social-resource-scarcity question at country level.

This perspective is supported through a review of approaches actually used for resolution of conflict, both international and internal. These often focus on institutional development based on a broadly accepted river-basin-management concept, and show that there are gaps that separate the international and national policy and regulatory frameworks. The conflict of policy and law results in immediate problems for implementation, stalling actual solutions to the water scarcity question. A similar conclusion is reached that explains the lack of action and development even in those international river basins where treaties and river basin organizations are in place.

It is concluded that, in examining possible settlements in transboundary water resources conflicts, there is a need to compare both societal and physical aspects of water scarcity among the countries concerned. This can be obtained through a composite index of water scarcity combining hydrological per caput water availability with the UNDP Human Development Index as a proxy of social resources. The approach is developed for the case of the Nile basin.








